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17th Roster Roles And Rules

This page contains data on the 17th Strategic Bomber Group's current and former member rosters, cabin
assignments, open roles, joining requirements, and the IC and OOC rules.

Open Positions

The following positions are open on the 17th Strategic Bomber Group, please contact your local recruiting
center to sign up. The information can also be found on Characters Wanted page.

Squad 1 - 118th Wing

Fighter Pilot (3 positions open)

Squad 4 - 66th Wing

Gunner (5 positions open) - Note this is for two Bomber planes!
Bombardier (1 positions open)

Squad 5 - 214th Powered Armor Wing

PA Pilot (5 positions open)

Roster

These are the current members of the 17th Strategic Bomber Group "Dragons", as well as their cabin
assignments. The former and NPC members are listed also here.

Characters Featured
Rank Name Position Player Call Sign

Santô Juni Aliset Kōun Bomber Pilot harpermadi Sparky
Nitô Heisho Akamaru Reiko Bomber/Fighter Pilot Wolf626 Gold Dragon
Nitô Heisho Akamaru Datenshi Tech/PA Pilot Sageshooter Storm Dragon
Ittô Heisho Sasaki Miyu Bomber Pilot/Squad Commander Rawolfe Red Dragon
Santô Hei Rowena Fay Bomber Gunner Immortal Cyan
Santô Hei Leiko Matsushima Bombardier NightDreamer09
Santô Hei Nicol Sanger Flight Engineer helaxus Horizon

Ensign Leventé Barná Flighter Pilot The KrimsonWulf Black Dragon
NPCs

Rank Name Position Player
Chusa Yamashita Yuuka CO of the 17th Played by Rawolfe

Taii Motoyoshi-Asano Namika Deck Boss/Flight Control Officer Played by Andrew
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NPCs
Nitô Juni Victory Hasumi Wing CO of 118th Assault Wing Played by Rawolfe
Nitô Juni Frigg Okamoto Wing CO of 66th Strategic Bomber Wing Played by Rawolfe

Santô Juni Natalia Tokito Wing CO of 214th PA Wing Played by Rawolfe
Santô Juni Kelda Tanaka Wing CO of 74th Bomber Wing Played by Rawolfe

Cabin Assignments

The pilots have mostly enlisted personnel and therefore assigned towards Standard Star Army Crew
Cabin (Enlisted) or own designed cabins. These cabins are small and cozy, containing most of the
essentials for living. Intended for two enlisted crew members, it is just large enough for a bunk bed and a
desk. Thought showers and toilets facilities are not included in the rooms, they are nearby in a shared
room. Each cabin row is assigned to one squad and the Vice of that squad is responsible for these rooms.

NPCs Occupants
A1-04 Leventé Barná
B4-01 Akamaru Reiko
B4-02 Sasaki Miyu
B4-03 Rowena Fay
B4-04 Leiko Matsushima
B4-05 Aliset Kōun
B4-06 Nicol Sanger
C1-03 Akamaru Datenshi

Former Members

All former members of the 17th are listed here, they could have left due to many reasons. But below you
will see only the mention of their character name.

Characters Featured
Rank Name Position Player

Santô Hei Kyle Dee Star Army Technician dragon god

Basic Requirements

The 17th Strategic Bomber Group or also known as the Dragons usually requires a JP with the Squad
Leader or with the Vice, but this applies only if you were not part of the general social thread for all
members. You do not require previous experience to join the Dragons, so both new recruits and veteran
pilots are welcome. The Dragons accept most races participating in the Yamatai Star Empire.

The 17th Strategic Bomber Group "Dragons" is attached towards the YSS Tokyo, which is again attached
to First Expeditionary Fleet. This means, that the actions of both ship and fleet impact the Dragons in
their operations. We are mostly put into action by attacking enemy craft, stations, starbases or planetary
outposts, camps or cities. We are likely also put into patrol, search and rescue operations to support the
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Task Force 48.

Rules & Pacing

All members of the plot are expected to post as often as the plot permits…1.
…and at least once every 7 days.2.
Do not wait on another player to post for more than seven days.3.
If you will be absent or cannot post as often as required, post notice in the OOC thread. Common4.
courtesy goes a long way!
Players who have not posted in more than seven days may have their characters' actions posted or5.
chosen by the GM to keep the plot moving.
Players who have not posted in more than fifteen days, without any notice to the GM, may be6.
removed from the RP. Your character may fade into the background, be sent home, or become
target practice for the enemies. Don't worry about perma-death due to inactivity though, as I will
be very forgiving in this regard seeing how it's oriented for folks who may come and go. That is not

to say you will get out of a fight without taking some nice hits for dramatic effect, though. 
Characters should follow the standard Star Army Regulations or expect IC punishment. If rules are7.
not followed due to lack of knowledge OOCly - or players are OOCly ignoring or flouting rules their
characters would ICly know to follow - OOC coaching, assistance or punishment may be required
instead of IC consequences.
We will generally work along these guidelines and Readiness Conditions.8.

OOC Notes

Rawolfe created this article on 2020/02/16 03:34.
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